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gPanel® is a powerful administrative tool created by Promevo, designed to simplify
Google Workspace management and reporting. For years, gPanel has given
businesses, educational institutions, and other organizations the tools they need to
effectively manage their users and streamline workflows while safeguarding their most
sensitive data.

Most of gPanel users subscribe to either the Standard or the Enterprise version of the
platform. Each of these tiers offers a robust feature set at different price points to
help you meet your organizational goals.

What Is gPanel Standard?

 Standard vs. Enterprise

What Is gPanel Enterprise? 

gPanel®  Standard provides
administrators with all the tools they
need to manage users effectively in
their domain while safeguarding
sensitive data. 

The platform goes above and beyond
what is accessible in the Google Admin
Console to enhance efficiency, security,
and control over your data. 

gPanel Enterprise takes the functionality
of Google Admin Console and all other
gPanel tiers to the next level. 

The Enterprise-exclusive API allows
admins to access system logs; automate
onboarding, decommissioning, and
standard policies; and seamlessly
integrate with other applications.  

Advanced reporting capabilities also  
allow you to generate reports spanning a
user's entire lifecycle —  well beyond the
six-month report in Admin Console. 

Contact Sales to Schedule Your Free Demo of gPanel®
(888) 380-1061  |  salessupport@promevo.com  |  promevo.com/contact-sales-gpanel 

mailto:salessupport@promevo.com
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gPanel® Starter gPanel® Standard gPanel® Enterprise

Centralized User Management

Granular Visibility  & Control

Delegation

Bulk Operations

Group Administration

Reporting

Billing

Drive Management

Automation & Decommissioning

Admin Policy Generator

Decommissioning

Automated Decommissioning Process

Customized Policies

Custom Signature Template

Permission Management

Compliance

Secure Collaboration

Risk Management

Advanced Reporting
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Why Promevo?
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 Standard vs. Enterprise

We are a sell, service, and
build partner with 100% focus
on Google products and
services.

100% Google Focused

gPanel® is built and
continuously optimized for
Google Workspace user
management and security. 

Purposeful Innovation

We provide holistic support for
hardware, licensing, billing,
management, cloud services,
and more.

End-to-End Support

Flexible and customized
service and product offerings
that meet you where you are
on your technical journey.

Agile Solutions

Why Promevo?

Both the gPanel Standard and Enterprise tiers offer a robust set of features for Google
Workspace administrators, making Google Workspace management a breeze.

However, the advanced reporting and API integration of gPanel Enterprise provide an edge
for businesses seeking to optimize their operations, improve security, and gain deeper
insights into their Google Workspace usage.

Not sure which version of gPanel works best for your organization? Contact Promevo to
schedule a demo and see both tiers in action. 

Our team will conduct a comprehensive assessment of your current goals and requirements,
so we understand your specific use case. Based on our assessment, we'll review the benefits,
cost savings, and resources you can expect from the platform. 

Contact Sales to Schedule Your Free Demo of gPanel®
(888) 380-1061  |  salessupport@promevo.com  |  promevo.com/contact-sales-gpanel 
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